**Bonus Questions 1 – 16**

**Monday, January 08, 2024  2:21 PM**

1. In Flor and Miranda Steal the Show by Jennifer Torres, what does Lexanne sell at her booth?
   - A. Frozen Lemonade (pg 2)

2. In rez dogs by Joseph Bruchac, who does Malian know the blond woman with a clipboard is?
   - A. Social Services (88-89)

3. In New From Here by Kelly Yang, what two-word trait does dad say they need to “turn the tide of racism and fear?”
   - Consistent Courage (pg 351)

4. In Ways to make Sunshine by Renee Watson, what did mom buy for Ryan so they could cook together that doesn’t fit in the new house?
   - A. A sous-chef table (pg 26)

5. In Allergic by Megan Wagner Lloyd and Michelle Mee Nutter, what wild idea does Maggie suggest for the family room as they’re planning for the Family?
   - A. Put in a bowling alley (pg 72)

6. In The Midnight Children by Dan Gemeinhart, Ravani and his father don’t talk much because Ravani is birds and his father is …what sport?
   - A. Baseball (pg 220)

7. In Swim Team by Johnnie Christmas, what fourth period elective did Bree first want to attend?
   - A. Math Puzzles (pg. 19)

8. In The Lion of Mars by Jennifer L. Holm, what does AIW mean in Phinneus’s shorthand?
   - A. All is well (pg 226)

9. In The Jumbies by Tracey Baptiste, what animal helped Corinne escape from the Douens?
   - A. A frog (pg 91-92)

10. In The List of Things That Will Not Change by Rebecca Stead, what did Angelica throw away that gave her “bad karma”?
    - A. A toad (pg 200)

11. In The Trouble with Chickens by Doreen Cronin, what did Vince slip on before crashing into the cage?
    - A. Empty plastics bottles OR plastic bottles, NOT bottles

12. In From the Mixed-up Files of Mrs. Basil E. Frankweiler by e.l. konigsburg, when Jamie is almost discovered by the men moving the statue, what “mental telegram” message does he think hard at
Claudia?
A. "Stay put" (pg 79)

13. In Zeus and the Thunderbolt of Doom by Joan Holub and Suzanne Williams, how many Olympian child-gods were waiting in Kronus’s belly?
A. Five (pg 1)

14. In When You Trap a Tiger by Tae Keller, when the tiger-girl ran away from her Halmoni, where did she run first?
A. To the sea (pg 188)

15. In A True Home by Kallie George, which wolf wears the mole’s badge?
A. Gnarl (pg 120)

16. In Molly and the Twin Towers: a 9/11 survival story by Jessica Fleck, what color is Adi’s paper cut-out flower found in her classroom?
A. Orange (pg 51)